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Calico Wallpaper is pleased to present 

Atmosphere,  inspired by the way 

the world is painted anew each day by 

the natural shifts and changes of our 

atmosphere. It’s impressionistic pattern 

mirrors the soft shapes of clouds as they 

are sculpted by the play of light and 

whims of the wind.
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Looking to the sky above us as an open 
canvas, Atmosphere conveys a sense of 
the infinite variety found in the natural 

cycles of our climate. A series of 

distinctive colorways brings this serene 

visual meditation into the home.
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SU N SH OWER

Sunshower reveals the 
rainbow’s colorful spectrum
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D E W

Dew evaporates into mist 
in the morning light
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D USK

Dusk’s soft hues are suspended 
between day and night
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The collection combines flowing 

brushstrokes and ephemeral hues with 

reflective metallics to emulate the feeling 

of sunlight peeking through shifting 

clouds. The result is an immersive 

skyscape that catches the imagination.
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SO L S T I CE 

Solstice marks the moment 
when the sun stands still
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DAY B R E A K

Each day begins with 
Daybreak’s renewing light
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The Atmosphere Collection creates an 

environment that is at once evocative 

and grounded. Filled with amorphous 

cloudforms tinted by the transitioning hues 

of the sun’s natural light, it reminds us of 

the transformative possibilities in the air all 

around us.
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FROS T

Frost transforms the landscape 
with reflective crystals
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T WIL I G H T

Twilight is the time between, 
blending the light of day with 
the darkness of night
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MO O NL I G H T

In the Moonlight, many secrets 
are revealed
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Above is a preview of the full mural artwork. Additional colorways available upon request.

M U R A L  A R T W O R K
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C alico Wallpaper is a designer of bespoke 

wallpaper. The company was founded  

in Brooklyn, New York in 2013 by creative  

and life-partners Nick and Rachel Cope. 

Their process combines artisanal methods  

from the decorative arts, such as traditional 

marbling and dip-dyeing techniques,  

with innovative digital technologies.  

Calico Wallpaper works with a global roster  

of leading designers and architects. In addition  

to residential and hospitality projects,  

their designs have been exhibited internationally 

at the London Design Festival (2015, 2017, 

2019), Salone del Mobile in Milan (2015, 

2017, 2018, 2019), and have obtained a place 

in the permanent collection at Cooper Hewitt, 

Smithsonian Design Museum.

CALICO WALLPAPER    /   WA L L PA P E R  D E V E LO P M E N T

A B O U T  U S
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Click for
Retailer Library

Click for Press Kit

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d89f2kevfr0nz3g/AAAv09FwB-5Jg_4kRWz_RLXHa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zwhsf22x6bllauh/AAAPMB2vlZJe6K9K7GzUfUtWa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d89f2kevfr0nz3g/AAAv09FwB-5Jg_4kRWz_RLXHa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zwhsf22x6bllauh/AAAPMB2vlZJe6K9K7GzUfUtWa?dl=0
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For Sales Inquiries

sales@calicowallpaper.com

Atmosphere is available for purchase 

through Calico Wallpaper and samples 

can be ordered on the website:

www.calicowallpaper.com

http://www.calicowallpaper.com

